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My first two albums consist of chamber pop, which is a kind of pop 
music that features strings, horns, bells and other elements pioneered 
primarily by The Beatles in the mid- to late-1960s. The best thing 
to do is to see what it sounds like for yourself at www.andrewwarren-
morgan.com, but I can say that my main influences up to present have 
probably been The Beatles, Miles Davis and Yann Tiersen.

My all-time top 10 favorite albums include:
The Smiths - The Queen is Dead
The Strokes - Is This It
Badly Drawn Boy - The Hour of the Bewilderbeast
The Zombies - Odessey & Oracle
Nick Drake - Bryter Later
Nico - Chelsea Girls
Yann Tiersen - Amelie
Elliott Smith - XO
Radiohead - In Rainbows
Miles Davis - Kind of Blue

My dad introduced me to a lot of great 60s pop (The Beatles, Bob 
Dylan, The Byrds, Simon & Garfunkel), and my mom took me to guitar 
lessons with Roger Pitts (a phenomenal Kansas City-area musician) every 
week until I was old enough to drive. Between my dad’s guitars and my 
sister’s piano, there were always instruments to play in the house.

I’ve spent the past nine years living in Oxford, England; Chicago; 
Boston; and Seoul, South Korea and have also spent a good deal of time 
in Los Angeles, Calif., and New York. I think the experience of living, 
working and studying in so many different places after having grown up 
in a predominantly white, wealthy, Republican and Christian area is what 
has shaped me as a person. I’d like to think my experiences have given me 
sympathy, understanding and compassion for people from all walks of life.

Harvard is even more challenging than you’d imagine. The hard 
work I did there has made me a better thinker, songwriter and human 
being. Music and philosophy have a long history together, and Harvard 
allowed me to both study and live that relationship.

I nearly slid off the side of a mountain in Colorado after a rock 
I was supporting myself on crumbled away to dust. Last summer in 
Japan, I was on the subway during an earthquake in Sendai. I also once 
fell asleep on a body board in the Pacific Ocean and drifted out among 
speedboats until a patrolman screamed at me to get back to shore.

Ten years from now, I just hope to be happy, healthy and perhaps 
the proud owner of a pair of dachshunds. For now, I’m making the most 
of the present.
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Misadventures of a Musician
Harvard graduate and recording artist Andrew Morgan lives the life of a madcap musical 
savant with the world on a string.
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